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Crazy Horse Half Marathon
By Kelly Hilburn

When I first found the Crazy Horse Memorial
Run on the Half Fanatics website I mentioned it
to my wife. She seemed rather unimpressed with
a half marathon in South Dakota until I turned
the computer so she could see photos of the area
where the run is held. Next thing I knew we were
planning a 880 mile trip to run 13.1 miles, 11 of
them significantly downhill.
The race begins at the American Indian
Museum on the grounds of the Crazy Horse
Memorial and approximately one half mile later
the course turns back towards the mountain that
is being carved to resemble Crazy Horse. At this
point in the race it is imperative to multitask. You
must keep your head up to see the memorial in
all of its morning splendor AND you must keep
your head down to see the occasional baseball
size rock in the path in front of you. At the two
mile marker participants are at the base of the
sculpture in all its awesomeness. By this point,
we have gone a little uphill and a little downhill,
but it all evened out. At three miles we left the
memorial and begin the descent to Hill City, SD;
10 miles on the George Mickelson trail, a 1300
foot drop in elevation.
The Mickelson Trail is the old Burlington
Northern Railroad right-of-way converted into
a one hundred mile biking/walking/running path
through the Black Hills area. It is a fantastic

Kelly and Betsy Hilburn in a corn field after the Mahomet, IL
half marathon, August 16, 2014.

Betsy and Kelly Hilburn at Mount Rushmore October 3, 2014.

See Crazy, on page 6
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Winding It Down

By Maurice Lee III, President
We have completed another marathon/
We will be starting another training cycle
half marathon training cycle. By the time you in January. We will again target the Oklahoma
read this, the Route 66 Marathon will be over. City Memorial Marathon and associated races
I hope those of you who ran there reached and it will again take a lot of volunteer work
your goals. Some will be running races in to carry out these training runs. I ask you to
December. Again, I hope you are successful please volunteer and help Willie out so he
in your endeavors.
doesn’t have to handle so many aid stations
on his own. And if you want to volunteer in
Putting on these training runs takes a lot of
some other area, please let me know.
work. If you see Willie (Matthew Wilcoxen)
tell him thank you for coordinating these runs.
Run safe, run smart and please dress
He has a lot of people working with him, and appropriately for the upcoming weather.
if you know who they are, thank them also.

Rider Alumni Dies

Roy “Lester” Howard, Jr. (November
5, 1944 - November 2, 2014) passed away
unexpectedly yet peacefully while asleep
at his home. Lester fell to the polio virus
epidemic at the age of 12 and spent the
following 18 months fighting for his life in an
“iron lung” breathing machine. In February
of 2014, Lester was awarded the 2013
Citizens of the Year award by the South OKC
Chamber of Commerce. Lester with the
assistance of his son-in-law, Jason Bronson,
participated in the OKC Landrunner’s OH!!
WHAT A RIDE!! program in the 2013 Red
Bud Classic 5K. Note Landrunner newsletter
article May 2013. For more information
about the Landrunner’s OH!! WHAT A
RIDE!!! program contact Jim Roblyer at
405.397.8671
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The Colby
Foundation

PRESENT

January 17 · 4:30 pm
Cox Convention Center · Downtown OKC · FreezeYourFaceOff.org

Entry includes long-sleeve tech shirt, finisher medal, and a ticket to the Oklahoma City Barons hockey game against
the Texas Stars immediately following the race. Optional division includes three mental illness simulations to complete en route Free indoor parking at Main Street Garage · Supervised indoor bag and coat check
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Landrunner Calendar of Events
Date Event
Location/Time
12/6 Little Willie’s Triple Dog Dare
Leadership Square @ 8:00am
12/6 The Holiday Hustle 5K*$
OCU 2401 E Memorial @ 9:00am
12/6 Northcare Reindeer Run 5K & 10K*$
4436 NW 50th @ 9:00am
12/13 Landrunner Trail Sweep & Breakfast
Stars & Stripes Park @ 9:00am
12/13 Nightlight Run 5K*
Midwest City @ 5:45pm
12/15 Christmas Potluck @ Bentson’s
2601 Warwick Dr @ 6:00pm
Downtown OKC @ 4:00pm
12/31 Opening Night Finale 5K*(2015 Series)
1/17 Freeze Your Face-Off 5K*(2015 Series)
Downtown OKC @ 4:30pm
* Denotes Series Races
$ Club members discount codes are listed on the Members only section @ okcrunning.org

Landrunners In Action

9/28 Adirondack Marathon, NY
David Ball
3:45:50
Kevin Lynes
6:09:15
Shirley Lynes
3:28:49 - half
10/18 Baltimore Marathon, MD
Danny Jackson
5:26:37
10/18 Go Commando Half Marathon, TN
Gena Barnhill
2:21:44
Christina Johnson
3:06:17
10/19 St Louis Rock’n’Roll Marathon, MO
Bryan Stanton
5:06:26
Jeanette Stanton
5:06:28
Gena Barnhill
2:28:28 – half
Christina Johnson
3:13:54 – half
10/19 Denver Rock’n’Roll Marathon, CO
Amir Akhtar
4:41:53
Neco Bowen
1:52:18 – half
Curtis Scott
1:57:23 – half
Joanne Harms
2:00:35 – half
William Hickman
2:20:39 – half
10/26 Marine Corps Marathon, DC
Jeffery Wagner
4:11:32
Kyle Rickner
4:13:12
Paul Friese
4:35:15
Anu Bajaj
4:42:53
Jill Swisher
4:45:22
Robert Lockwood
4:55:42
Elaine Hood
5:45:24
11/2 Bass Pro Marathon, MO
Kari Brown
4:32:48
Mark Bravo
2:05:33 – half
Kim Estorga
2:27:30 – half
Linda Manaugh
2:27:31 – half
Regina Miller
2:30:15 – half
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11/2 New York City Marathon, NY
Steven Cherry
2:58:24
Laura Mullins
4:22:40
Terry Bass
4:43:53
Wendy Pitt
5:26:11
Brenda Mares-Earnhardt
5:57:26
11/15 Pilgrim Pacer Marathon, KS
Jennifer Stong
3:38:28
Donald Stong
1:37:37 – half
11/15 Temecula Wine Half Marathon, CA
Suzie Bostick
2:17:22
Mary Beth Hetrick
2:17:22
11/15 Charlotte Thunder Rd Marathon, NC
Matthew Wilcoxen
3:54:38
Adi McCasland
4:03:57
11/15 Richmond Marathon, VA
Nels Bentson
5:53:14
Donna Bentson
3:35:39 – half
11/16 Las Vegas Rock’n’Roll Half, NV
Brent Mistler
2:01:34
Laura Ketcherside
2:11:06
Kris Howell
2:15:23
Will Bakula
2:28:09
Shari Martin
2:30:53
Rick Howell
2:32:54
Martha West
2:38:03
Cynthia Archibald
2:38:04
Whitney Villanueva
2:42:19
Kayleigh Loney
3:03:54
Margo Von Schlageter
3:05:09
Kimberly Sutton
3:14:53
Ray Von Schlageter
3:16:07
Samantha Bentson
3:20:16
Click the link on www.okcrunning.org/newsletter page to
submit out of state results. Send photos and stories to
news@okcrunning.org
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Crazy continued
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The sculpture is based on a quote by Crazy
Horse. When asked where his people’s land is
located he pointed to the horizon and said “My
lands are located where my people are buried.”
The sculptor is quoted to say “never forget your
dreams.”
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The Crazy Horse Memorial and Indian
Museum is intended as a tribute to all Native
Americans. It is a not for profit organization
funded entirely by private donations and park
fees. The museum is also an interesting visit
and worth a couple of hours to tour. The first
dynamite blast on the memorial was in 1948. The
artist Korczak Ziolkowski died in 1982 and his
family is still on site supervising the construction
efforts. It is estimated that the construction will
take another 60 years at the current rate.

PRESENTED BY:

Some of the other attractions in this area
of the Black Hills of South Dakota are Mount
Rushmore, Custer Park, Sylvan Lake, and
Needles Highway. It was a 13 hour drive from
Yukon, OK to the KOA Lodge at Palmer Gulch
and well worth the effort. We spent a night both
going to and coming home from Hill City in
North Platte, NE.

MORE INFO:

I had a fantastic run on the trail, frequently
glancing up to remind myself where I was. I will
still claim it as a personal best 2:09:20 even if it
was downhill. My wife did not have as good of a
time due to a nagging injury, but she completed
the race too. This was our 14th half marathon in
14 months and our 7th state.

9th ANNUAL

405-739-1293
M I D W E S T C I T YO K . O R G

running surface. The bed is small gravel barely
bigger than sand and the topography is a smooth
descent that a train could easily maneuver both
downhill and uphill; probably a maximum 6%
grade at its steepest point.

meup.com/103500
PRESENTED BY:

MORE INFO:
405-739-1293
M I D W E S T C I T YO K . O R G
9th ANNUAL
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Winter: A time to put in the miles
By Camille Herron

For last month’s newsletter, I wrote about the
benefits of keeping a training log. Now that winter
is approaching, it’s a great time to put your training
log to good use by tracking your weekly mileage
and trying to set new mileage goals.
The cooler temperatures prove to be the perfect
time to put in the miles. I personally love this time
of year because I can put in weeks of consistent,
aerobic mileage—building a base (like the bottom
of a pyramid) that serves as a foundation for the
winter/spring race seasons. Mainly, it’s easier to
lengthen the runs (including the long run), since
there’s less concern about hydration needs. You
feel less depleted since you’re not in a perpetual,
sweat-induced and dehydrated state. You may
notice your weight goes up a few pounds during
the winter for this reason (not just the holiday
goodies!).
Also, occasionally adverse weather (and wind!)
may force you to run slower, which then makes it
easier to run longer. You can increase the frequency
of your runs and cross training—whether working
out more times each week, or even potentially twice
a day. It’s easier in the winter to do long, grueling
workouts—things like mile repeats at 10K effort
and marathon-pacing as part of long runs.
You may be wondering, “How do I go about
increasing my mileage?” My best advice is to
get a good book with training charts—some of
my favorite including Daniel’s Running Formula
(by Jack Daniels); Advanced Marathoning (by
Pete Pfitzinger); and Speed with Endurance (by
Bill Squires). Pete Pfitzinger also has some great
pointers on his website: (http://www.kemibe.com/
distancecoach/labreports/safeincreasing.shtml
1. Bite off small chunks - Use simple and safe
formulas such as increasing by no more than “10%
from week-to-week” or increase mileage by no
more than one mile for each training session you
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do per week (approximately six runs per week =
increase by six miles).
2. Increase in steps - Increase your mileage
for one week, stay at that mileage for two to three
weeks, and then increase again. Pay attention to
how your body feels, making sure it adjusts and
can handle the mileage boost.
3. Avoid speedwork while upping the
mileage - This is definitely a training 101 lesson!
You don’t want to apply too many stress variables
all at once. Adjust the mileage, before adding in
speed sessions.
4. Reduce your training intensity - If you’re
already doing high intensity, cut back a bit. Also,
as I mentioned, you should slow down your easy
runs and go longer (and/or more frequently).
5. Not all miles are created equal - Train on
a variety of surfaces and in comfortable shoes that
aren’t too worn. By tracking your mileage, you can
also track the mileage on your shoes. The amount
of miles you can get on a pair of shoe varies from
person to person, shoe to shoe, and your mechanics.
Most companies advise 400-600 miles per pair.
Most importantly, pay attention to what your body
is telling you and avoid excessive shoe wear.
6. Give yourself a break - Always be mindful
to cut back on mileage or intensity when you need
to and rest after a goal race.
See Mileage, on page 9
Camille Herron, a native Oklahoman, is a
2-time Olympic Marathon Trials qualifier with a
personal best time of 2:37:14; 11-time marathon
winner; and represented the US Team at the
2011 Pan American Games. She’s coached by
her husband and OCU Head XC/Track Coach,
Conor Holt. She holds B.S. and M.S. degrees
in Exercise and Sport Science. She currently
runs professionally for Marathonguide.com
and Powerbar, is a Research Assistant at the
OUHSC, and serves as a volunteer Assistant
Coach at Oklahoma City University. She can be
contacted / followed via Facebook, Twitter, or
through: www.camilleherron.com
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Mileage continued

Other winter tips for staying consistent with
your winter training to reach your mileage goals:
•

I previously wrote an article on “great winter
must-haves” http://okcrunning.org/Resources/
NewsLetter/2013/201301January.pdf Notably:
Headlamp, reflective gear, tights that zip at
the ankles and have a back pocket, warm and
breathable jackets, under-layers, arm warmers,
buffs to cover the neck/face/head, insulated
gloves, hand-warmers, Vaseline (to cover
exposed areas), stocking caps, ear warmers,
crew-cut wool socks.

ª

Extra grippage for your shoes- I previously
wrote about how to make screw shoes,
get ice spikes at a hardware store, or Yak
Trax:
http://okcrunning.org/Resources/
NewsLetter/2014/201402February.pdf

•

Treadmill! It is most definitely worth investing
in a treadmill or gym membership. Treadmill
doctor
(http://www.treadmilldoctor.com/)
has good reviews. Six years ago we found a
reasonably priced treadmill at Sam’s that got
good reviews. I was able to test it out in the
store and liked how it felt.

•

Training buddies—having people to train with
can definitely help to keep you in a routine in
the winter and also provide safety.

•

Even with the cooler temps, it’s still important to
make sure you’re taking care of your hydration
and fueling needs. I sometimes do long runs
at Lake Hefner where I set out bottles and do
15 minutes out and back to practice hydration
and fueling. Other hydration ideas: plan runs
near stores/pharmacies with water fountains,
hydration belt/backpack, weekly long runs
with the Landrunners, water bottle in your car,
and for the ladies… sticking a gel flask or water
bottle in the back of your sports bra.
Happy winter running everyone!
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Will They Ever Stop?
By Tom Coniglione, MD

We see runners with them all of the time. In
2010, over a period of 10 weeks leading up to the
Memorial Marathon, there were 18, below the knee
(plus a few others elsewhere). In the year 2013,
there were 12. Thus far in 2014 we have seen 10 –
stress fractures.
Over the first 1000 running injuries we saw
many years ago, there were 80 stress fractures
(0.8%). For the 2nd 1000 injuries, stress fractures
represented 1% of all the injuries.
Over 2010 – 2014, stress fractures have
represented 3 – 5% of all the running injuries we
have seen; we see a “boat load” of stress fractures!
Here’s a short review of stress fractures and a
unique story.
The history of the runner’s training program is
usually characteristic: increasing mileage, running
more days of the week, more races, etc. - some
excess. At times, the pain starts after the runner
changes shoes. Unfortunately and too often, the
pain starts about four weeks before a marathon.
Having a stress fracture so close to a marathon is
often devastating.
Pain is the hallmark of a stress fracture. The
runner’s account of the evolution of the pain is
characteristic. Initially, the pain is minor and
felt only late in a run. With time, the pain occurs
earlier in the run and lasts longer. Finally the pain
starts early in the run and gets worse as the run
progresses. Later, there is pain when the foot
impacts the ground.
With a stress fracture, the bone cracks: snap
a twig in half and you will get the idea. Where
the bone is cracked, it swells. When we feel that
swollen spot, it hurts!
If the stress fracture is below the knee, we
may not perform diagnostic tests. The reason for
bypassing diagnostic testing is that below the knee
all the bones are superficial – close to the skin; the
10 The Landrunner

At times the runner comes to the office limping.
Denial is great defense mechanism. We deny the pain is real.
Once we realize the pain is real, we deny that it is serious. We
think it will go away if we take off a few days.

bones are where we can feel for that swollen spot.
The manual exam of the bone is enough to be quite
certain of the diagnosis: if it quacks like a duck,
waddles like a duck and looks like a duck…..
X-rays can be performed. Early in the course
of a stress fracture, the x-ray is often misleadingly
normal; the x-ray cannot show the swollen area.
With modern x-ray equipment we can often
magnify and manipulate the images to obtain a
more accurate early diagnosis.
Examples of torque stress fractures are fractures
of the tibia or fibula. If the foot is flat, the lower
tibia is prone to a stress fracture.
For most stress fractures, all that is required
for healing is rest. Rarely does a bone with a stress
fracture have to be totally (immobilized) rested for
healing to occur. Certainly, the “stress” has to be
See Stress, on page 11
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Stress continued

When “stress” is applied to the bone, the bone changes in
response to the stress. If the bone does not have enough time
to respond to the stress, it cracks. To help the stress fracture
heal, we have to remove the stress. In runners, the “stress” is
impact or torque. An example of an impact stress fracture is a
fracture of the pelvis.

removed for the fracture to heal. In the case of an
impact (pelvis) fracture, impact must be removed.
No box jumps and no running for a while.
Recovery from a stress fracture takes time. The
time it takes for a stress fracture to heal is related
to the size of the bone. The bigger the bone, the
longer it takes. Younger runners heal faster than
older runners.
Often the stress fracture occurs a couple of
weeks before a big event. If that fracture is due to
a mechanical problem, we may be able to change
the mechanics which will reduce the stress. Once
we reduce the stress, the runner MAY be able to
participate in the “big event.” SOME metatarsal
stress fractures respond to modifications to change
the foot mechanics: wedges, tape, orthotics, etc.
There’s lots more about stress fractures to talk
about. Just ask.
When thinking about stress fractures it’s a good
time to think about cross training.

We rarely can change the mechanics to favorably affect
stress fractures other than metatarsal stress fracctures.
Currently there is one runner with a stress fracture of the
tibia. She REALLY wants to run her first marathon that is only
weeks away. To reduce stress on the tibia we corrected the
mechanical abnormalities that led to the fracture:
modified her orthotics, taped her arch, added a wedge to her
shoe and placed her ankle in a brace.
Her finger is pointing to the stress fracture. The bone pain
almost disappeared with these changes.
With optimism and a realization she may, or may not make
it, she is planning to participate in the marathon later in
November. Good luck!
{We do not go to this extreme very often)
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Richard “Dick” “Richie” Giles

February 21, 1938 - November 4, 2014
Services were held November 21, 2014 in OKC at Our Lady’s Cathedral.
Contributions can be made to:
The Kathryn Giles Memorial Fund,
c/o Wisconsin Bank & Trust
6180 Verona Rd, Fitchburg, WI 53719
Attn: Tick Baccam.
Richard aka Dick aka Richie Giles was a dear
friend of many in OKC, a longtime great runner and
an exceptional crossword puzzle worker. We are
sad to notify the running community of his passing.
Richie suffered a massive heart attack September 27
while mowing his yard in Verona, WI. He held on
for over a month, even after suffering another heart
attack while hospitalized. He was much like a cat
with nine lives. The doctors said he never should’ve
survived the first night, much less six weeks and
contributed that to his history of running. They
said his heart was that of a man 20 years younger.
Richard is survived by his wife, Jennifer Giles, sons
Kenny Giles, Trevor Giles and daughter Katie Giles,
as well as his sister, three grandchildren, two great
grandchildren, two nieces and their children.
Richie had a heart of gold, a great sense of humor,
and could cook a cajun turkey like no one else...
seriously. Richie was always the life of the party and
there were many. Once we had a crawfish boil with
our friends Bob and Sue Sevin guiding us through the
process. After several beers, they decided to check
on the turkey they were frying prior to the crawfish
boil when Richie screamed “T-Bob, it looks like we
fried somebodies cat”! Needless to say, we had to
start another turkey and thankfully our cat was safely
in the house.
The Turtle Creek Run, White Rock Marathon in
Dallas, Crescent City Classic in New Orleans and
the Tulsa Run always made for a fun time, especially
after the runs. One night Richie decided to take
up ice skating after a Tulsa Run, ended up on his
chin and was bleeding like a stuck pig for several
rounds until we finally got him to stop. He had to
have several stitches in the emergency room that
Halloween night...very scary.
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Richie ran several marathons, 10k’s and 5k’s
and helped Sue Sevin run her very first marathon
of which he was very proud. However, he was not
very proud of being beat by Ken Hardwick who was
pushing his daughter in a jogging stroller, but loved
to tell the story. He was a founding member of the
OKC Running Club, assisting Dan Metcalf as they
conducted races out of the back of Dan’s yellow
station wagon. Each runner crossing the finish line
was handed a small piece of paper and they were
to write down their finishing time and turn it in for
the final results. My how times have changed. He
See Richard, on page 13
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Richard continued
also served as one of the first presidents of the OKC
Running Club.
He enjoyed running from the old YMCA on NW
5th street in the VERY early mornings with many
important and diverse individuals, including Judge
Ron Howland, Ken Hardwick, Bill and Debbie Weeks,
Jack White, Camilla Means, Cheryl Bullard, Burner
Bob McHeffey, Larry Fisk, Dr. Jerry Vannatta, Mike
Brown, Suzy Fay Lloyd, Jeanie Giles, Patti Presley,
David Walters and several others. What was shared
on those runs, stayed on those runs.
He also enjoyed participating in evening runs,
including Hash House Harrier Runs, which almost
always ended up with everyone meeting at the
Painted Desert, previously Chadwick’s, currently
the Iron Starr BBQ. Richie had his own bar stool
and I’m sure he would love to have had his ashes
scattered on the floor there but instead, we will just
have a drink there in his memory.

The 4Th AnnuAl

STrideS of mArch

hAlf mArAThon
&
dogwood dASh 5K iS coming!

WHEN:Sunday, March 8, 2015 @ 8:00 am
WHERE: Lake Stanley Draper Marina, OKC, OK

VISIT WWW.STRIDESOFMARCH.COM
Presented by

www.stridesofmarch.com

www.stridesofmarch.com

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN!

Golfing and smoking a quality cigar was one of
his favorite pasttimes. He also enjoyed harassing
the opposing catcher at the 89er baseball games and
watching his beloved Green Bay Packers. He’s also
the only person we knew who could work the daily
crossword puzzle in less than 10 minutes!
He worked for many years at Bradford Industrial
Supply as a salesman and an AC expert. He once
installed a new thermostat for us, wired it backwards
and the AC was on in the dead of winter. The higher
we turned up the temp, the colder it got...we think
it was one of his planned pranks. Another time, he
rescued our cat Sally from the air ducts after she
climbed down into the return air vent. One thing
you might not have known about Richie is that he
became a snow blowing king in Wisconsin! Yep, he
mastered it the last couple of winters and loved it,
pretending it was his nice green lawn in Oklahoma!
Richie was previously married to longtime
runner Jeanie Giles and together they founded the
Myriad Gardens Run, as well as many others. He
was currently married to Jennifer Giles, whom he
met through the running club. He enjoyed running
with Jennifer on the weekends while pushing their
young daughter at the time in her jogging stroller on
NW 19th street. After his retirement, they moved
to Wisconsin to be closer to Jennifer’s parents. He
will be loved, remembered and missed by many.
To celebrate the life of Richie, please consider
contributing to the fund set up for his 20 year old
daughter Katie, who has a significant developmental
disability and will need lifetime care. You can
also run a few miles, play a round of golf, drink a
Miller, or smoke a cigar-just remember to send a
puff upwards towards Heaven. He would be happy
to know his daughter is being cared for by his great
longtime friends, know you’re swinging a club in his
memory or enjoying an ice cold Miller with a cigar.
There will be a gathering of his friends at Pearl’s
on N. Classen around 4:00 PM after the service
Friday November 21 to lift up a glass in his memory!

* All proceeds go to Men’s and Women’s FIRSTEP Recovery Programs.
OKC Metro Alliance, Inc. is a not for profit, 501(c)3 company.
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Training Like a Boss: Over 30 Marathoning
By Curt Davies

As your body begins to age, you may notice you aren’t
as ‘able’ to train as much as you were when you were in your
20s (or younger). That’s not to say you should quit running
at all (quite the opposite, actually), but slight adjustments to
your training pattern should be considered, especially as some
of the physical attributes to your body begin to hinder, such
as your aerobic capacity, metabolism slows, and your body
fat increases. These are a few of the different effects aging
can have on your body, and is more evident with marathon
runners. Not to worry: I’m going to help you see the light with
your marathon running training, by providing you with some
tips you can use to enhance your marathon running!
Take more rest days
At this stage, I’m not sure if you like the sound of this
idea or not. Nevertheless, it’s something I feel is important,
particularly as you get older. Let’s face it: you’re not getting
younger and your body is becoming more and more fragile
as the years pass. Consequently, it may be time for you to
consider cutting back on the training days in total, and having
extra rest to help your body recuperate for a better quality
training session. Although it may sound counterproductive,
you’re actually doing your body a disservice if you train too
much without enough rest. This will help prevent any form of
stress fracture, or other injury resultant of working your body
too hard.
Warm up
Often times, training can feel just as tiring as the marathon
itself, which is why it’s important to warm up before training.
As your muscle mass reduces as you enter the 30s and older,
it’s crucial to treat your muscles with absolute delicacy and
give them the treatment they deserve. Before and after you
train, you need to stretch to protect the muscles and the
elasticity (resulting in more injury-prone) which aren’t as
guarded as they were when you were younger. Don’t worry –
we all have to do it sooner or later as we age!
Don’t overwork yourself
Running marathons (or running in general) is a very
delicate sport, and unless you treat it as so, you’re likely going
to be prone to an injury, such as stress fractures and pulled
muscles – which is exactly what you DON’T want to do before
a marathon (or ever, for that matter). When you train and plan
your training, don’t feel obliged to complete every aspect of
your plan. It’s good to set goals, but sometimes you have to
take a look at your goals and think rationally about them. If
you find yourself unable to complete a training session, don’t
be disheartened. You could either just be having a bad day,
or are simply not capable of training as much as you had
anticipated. Don’t go out of your way and complete a training
session simply because it’s what you wanted to achieve. Only
you know your body, so it’s up to you to decide when you’ve
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had enough. There is no shame in not completing a training
session: as long as you tried your hardest and put in a solid
effort into the training. Don’t risk injury out of pride; it’s
simply not worth it.
Variety is key
Training for a marathon does not necessarily mean
spending your time at a gym lifting weights, on a treadmill
or other typical training techniques for runners. In fact, it
is highly recommended (particularly for those over 30) to
diversify yourself with different training varieties. This
includes aerobic running, cycling, and swimming, among
many others you can try out. These types of trainings help
expose your body to different circumstances that overall
increase the durability and fitness level, which is important
when running marathons.
Prepare for the worst
One of the things I like to do the most is, when the
weather is atrocious and everyone else is inside in front of the
fireplace with a warm cup of hot chocolate, I like to exit my
comfort zone and train in those conditions. Anyone over the
age of 30 can find this to be incredibly helpful to the success
of your marathon, as it prepares you for what could potentially
happen when running the marathon. Unfortunately, marathons
do not cater for the conditions humans thrive on, which means
it’s crucial to expose your body to these harsh conditions and
get used to them… embrace them, even. Not only does it help
you in preparation for these circumstances, but it will also add
perception to how easy it is running in modest conditions, and
therefore if the weather is nice when it comes to marathon
day, your experience will be far more enjoyable and tranquil
resulting in a better time hopefully.
Conclusion
If you’re someone over the age of 30 who is training for
a marathon, I would highly recommend you at least consider
what I have said and hopefully execute the information
practically. Not only will your body thank you for it, but I can
almost guarantee you will do far better in a marathon with
these taken into consideration in comparison to overworking,
and not taking enough precautions in your training sessions.
Author Bio:
Curt Davies is a marathon enthusiast and has built his
own website located at www.marathondriven.com which
is stacked with information and other goodies regarding
marathon running and training for those over the age of 30.
If you want to find out more about Curt and what he writes
about, click the link mentioned earlier.
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Twenty mile fall trainng run from the Oklahoma State Capitol. Photo by Masha Burdina.

Masha Burdina, Brian Jacobson at the Skydance Bridge
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Join or Renew
Online Today!
Check your mailing label for your renewal date.

OKC Landrunners Trail Sweep
Join or renew your subscription online at www.okcrunning.org or:
$20

Saturday, December 13 @ 9:00 a.m.
Lake Hefner – Stars & Stripes Park
7300 N Portland

Breakfast provided after the sweep!

Christmas Social
Monday, December 15 @ 6:00pm
Pot Luck at the Bentson’s
2601 Warwick Dr., Nichols Hills
Check the club’s website or Facebook page for more details.

